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Abstract. Continuous-time Markov decision processes are an important
class of models in a wide range of applications, ranging from cyberphysical systems to synthetic biology. A central problem is how to devise
a policy to control the system in order to maximise the probability of
satisfying a set of temporal logic specifications. Here we present a novel
approach based on statistical model checking and an unbiased estimation
of a functional gradient in the space of possible policies. The statistical
approach has several advantages over conventional approaches based on
uniformisation, as it can also be applied when the model is replaced by
a black box, and does not suffer from state-space explosion. The use
of a stochastic gradient to guide our search considerably improves the
efficiency of learning policies. We demonstrate the method on a proof-ofprinciple non-linear population model, showing strong performance in a
non-trivial task.

1

Introduction

Continuous-time Markov Decision Processes (CTMDPs) [2] are a very powerful
mathematical framework to solve control and dependability problems in realtime systems featuring both probabilistic and nondeterministic behaviours. Examples include applications such as the control of epidemic processes [19,14],
power management [26], queueing systems [31] and cyber-physical systems [21].
A CTMDP extends a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) by introducing a
decision maker (also called scheduler ) that can perform actions with an associated cost or reward. CTMDPs are particularly useful modelling tools to address
important problems such as model checking [1] and planning.
Model checking aims to verify if a CTMDP satisfies a desired requirement
for a given class of schedulers or for all possible schedulers. The requirement of
interest is usually expressed in terms of the min/max probability for a CTMDP

to satisfy the temporal logic property [1] of interest. In particular, the main
target of the current quantitative model checking techniques for CTMDPs is the
time-bounded reachability [2,24,27,28,12], a property that requires a CTMDP to
reach a particular set of states within a time bound.
Planning or scheduling is an orthogonal problem w.r.t. model checking. It
consists in devising the optimal sequence of actions (or policy) to control the
system in order to maximise the probability to satisfy a temporal logic specification such as the aforementioned time-bounded reachability. In the case of
CTMDP the optimal scheduling can be either timed or untimed depending on
whether or not the scheduler is aware of the passing of time. Timed optimal
scheduling can be further classified in late or early depending on whether the
decision of choosing an action can change while the time passes in a state or it
remains unchanged.
In this paper we present a novel statistical approach to compute lower bounds
on the maximum reachability probability of a CTMDP. Our method uses a
basis-function regression approach to compactly encode schedulers and effectively search for an optimal one. We consider here randomised time-dependent
early schedulers, and focus on population models, where the state space of the
CTMDP is represented by a set of integer-valued variables counting how many
entities of each kind are in the system. This is a large class of models: queueing
and performance models [12], epidemic scenarios, biological systems are all members of this class. Population models, despite being so common, suffer severely
from state space explosion, with the number of states growing exponentially with
the number of variables. This reflects on the size of the schedulers: in principle,
we would need to store a function of time for each state of the CTMDP, which
is unfeasible. This paper contains two main novel insights. First, we leverage
the structure of the state space, which can be embedded as a discrete grid in
real space, to obtain a continuous relaxation of the problem and consider schedulers defined on such a continuous space. The advantage now is that we can
treat time and space uniformly, representing schedulers as continuous functions.
This opens up the use of machine learning methods to represent continuous
functions as combinations of basis functions, and allows us to define the optimisation problem as a search in such a continuous function space. The second
main contribution of the work is to set up an efficient stochastic gradient ascent
search algorithm, which considerably speeds up the search in the space of functions. This is based on a novel algorithm using Gaussian Processes (GPs) and
statistical model checking to sample in an unbiased manner the gradient of the
functional associating a reachability probability with a randomized scheduler.
This method allows us to effectively learn schedulers that maximise (locally) the
reachability probability.
Organisation of the paper. In Section 2 we present the related work and in
Section 3 we provide the necessary formal background on CTMDPs. In Section 4
we present our algorithm to learn optimal policies using stochastic functional
gradient ascent techniques. In Section 5 we demonstrate our algorithm on an
epidemiology case study. Finally, we draw our conclusion in Section 6.

2

Related work

Symbolic model checking algorithms for discrete-time Markov decision processes
have been intensively investigated in [3,6] and implemented in popular tools such
as PRISM [18]. In the area of CTMDPs, the problem of time optimal planning
has been first considered from a theoretical point of view in [22]. In the last
decade there has been a great effort on developing practical model checking
techniques for CTMDPs [2,24,27,28,12] (i.e., based on uniformization [2]) with
the introduction of efficient approximation algorithms that provide also formal
error bounds. Generally, all these techniques rely on the a-priori knowledge of the
CTMDP model under investigation and they suffer the state-explosion problem.
In this light, methods based on statistical model checking are particularly
attractive, even though they may suffer when the property to be verified is a
rare-event. In [15] the authors presented a statistical model checking algorithm
for the discrete-time case; their approach was however based on random search
combined with a greedy selection criterion, which is difficult to analyse in terms
of convergence properties, and may be practically difficult to tune. The availability of an unbiased estimate of the (functional) gradient allows us to improve
on the efficiency, and to leverage a rich theory on the convergence of stochastic gradient ascent algorithms. Our approach relies on using Gaussian Processes
(GPs), a probability distribution over the space of functions which universally
approximates continuous functions. This ability of GPs to provide efficient approximations to intractable functions has been recently exploited in a formal
modelling context in a number of publications [8,4,9].
Our work is closely related to research in the area of machine learning, where
much research has gone on defining good local search methods to learn effective
randomised schedulers, for different criteria like time bounded reward, time unbounded discounted reward, receding horizon. These approaches combine simulation with efficient exploration schemes, like gradient ascent [30,5], path integral
policy improvement [32], or the cross entropy method [20], see [33] for a survey.
Our approach differs in two main directions: firstly, we are interested in complex
rewards associated with trajectories of the system, i.e. reachability probabilities.
Secondly, we work directly in continuous time, which prevents the use of simple
finite-dimensional gradient ascent methods. In particular, the GP-based method
of defining a stochastic gradient ascent algorithm is novel, to the best of our
knowledge.

3

Preliminaries

Definition 1. A continuous-time Markov decision process (CTMDP) is a tuple
M = (S, A, R, s0 ), where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions,
R : S × A × S → R≥0 is the rate function, and s0 ∈ S is the initial state.
An action a ∈ A is enabled in a state s ∈ S if there is a state s0 ∈ S such that
R(s, a, s0 ) > 0. We call A(s) the set of enabled actions in s. A continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC) is a CTMDP where every A(s) is a singleton.

P
We define E(s, a) = s0 R(s, a, s0 ) the exit rate from a state s when an action
a is chosen. We also let P (s, a, s0 ) = R(s, a, s0 )/E(s, a) be the probability of
jumping from s to s0 if a is selected.
Intuitively, a run of CTMDP starts in a state s0 and proceeds as follows:
Assume that the CTMDP is currently in a state si . First, an action ai is selected, then the CTMDP waits for a delay ti randomly chosen according to
an exponential distribution with the exit rate E(si , ai ), and then a next state
si+1 is chosen randomly with the probability P (si , ai , si+1 ). This produces a run
s0 a0 t0 s1 a1 t1 · · · .
In order to obtain a complete semantics, we need to specify how the actions
are selected in every step. Obviously, in CTMC, only a single action is enabled
in each state. In CTMDP, actions need to be chosen by a scheduler defined
as follows.
Definition 2. An (early timed) scheduler is a function σ : R≥0 × S × A → [0, 1]
which to every t ∈ R≥0 , s ∈ S and a ∈ A assigns a probability measure σ(t, s, a)
that the action a is chosen in s at time t.
A scheduler σ is deterministic if for every t ∈ R≥0 , s ∈ S and a ∈ A we have
that σ(t, s, a) ∈ {0, 1}. We denote by Σ and ΣD the sets of all schedulers and
all deterministic schedulers, respectively.
Remark 1. An early scheduler has the following property: whenever an execution
of the CTMDP enters into a state s at time t, the scheduler chooses an action
and commits to it. It cannot be changed while the system remains in state s, in
contrast with late schedulers, that can change action while in a state.
Once a scheduler σ and an initial state s is fixed, we obtain the unique probability measure PM,s
over the space of all runs initiated in s using standard
σ
definitions [25].
Time-Bounded Reachability. Let G ⊂ S be a set of goal states and let I =
[t1 , t2 ] ⊆ [0, ∞) be a closed interval. Denote by PM,s
(I G) the probability that
σ
G is reached from s within the time interval I using the scheduler σ. Our goal
is to maximize PM,s
(I G), i.e. compute a scheduler σ ∗ satisfying
σ
PM,s
σ ∗ (I G)

=

sup PM,s
(I G)
σ

σ∈Σ

We say that such a scheduler σ ∗ is optimal.
Proposition 1 ([25]). There always exists an optimal scheduler.
When dealing with time-bounded reachability, we may safely assume that schedulers are defined only on the interval [0, T ], i.e., on a compact set. An equivalent
problem is to maximise a time-bounded safety property I G, requiring the CTMDP to remain in a region G during the time-interval I. In this case, we have
M,s
M,s
that PM,s
(I S \ G).
σ ∗ (I G) = Pσ ∗ (¬ I S \ G) = inf σ∈Σ Pσ

Population CTMDPs. In this work, we will consider CTMDPs modelled in a
special way, reminiscent of population processes which are very common in performance modelling, epidemiology, systems biology. The basic idea is that we will
have populations of agents, belonging to one or more classes, that can interact together and thus evolve in time. Individual agents are typically indistinguishable,
hence the state of the system can be described by a set of variables counting the
amount of agents of each kind in the system. A non-deterministic action in this
context typically represents an action of a global controller, enforcing a policy
controlling the system, or effects on the environment.
More formally, we will describe a Population CTMDP (PCTMDP), extending
population processes [7,16], as a tuple (X, T , A, s0 ), where:
– X = X1 , . . . , Xn is a vector of population variables, Xi ∈ N, which we
assume take values on S = Nn ∩ E, where E is a compact subset of Rn
(hence S is finite);
– s0 ∈ S is the initial state;
– τ ∈ T is the set of transitions, of the form (a, v, f (X)), where a is an action
from the set A, v is an update vector, specifying that the state after the
execution of a transition in state s is s + v, and f (X) is the state-dependent
rate function.
The idea of this model is that in each state an action a is chosen, and then the
model evolves by a race condition between transitions guarded by the action a.
If a transition is enabled by all possible actions, we can either specify a copy
of it guarded by each model action a, or use the notation (∗, v, f (X)). The
CTMDP M = (S, A, R) associated with a PCTMDP (X, T , A, x0 ) is defined
by specifying the state space S = Nn ∩ E and the rate function R as
X
R(s, a, s0 ) =
{fτ (s) | τ = (a, v, f (s)) ∧ s0 = s + v}.
It is easy to observe, modulo the introduction of enough variables and actions,
that the expressive power of PCTMDPs is the same as that of CTMDPs introduced earlier.

4

Learning optimal policies via stochastic functional
gradient ascent

In this section we give a variational formulation of the control problem of determining the optimal scheduler for a CTMDP. We show how to approximate
statistically in an unbiased way the functional gradient of the time-bounded
reachability probability, and give a convergent algorithm to achieve this.
4.1

Reachability probability as a functional

As defined in Section 3, a scheduler is a way of resolving non-determinism by
associating a (time-dependent) probability to each action/ state pair. We will

realise a scheduler as a vector f of functions fα : E × [0, T ] → R, one for each
action α ∈ A, where E is the compact subset of Rn used to define S for the
PCTMDP formalism. The corresponding probability of an action α at a state
X can be retrieved using the soft-max (logistic) transform as follows:
exp(fα (X, t))
,
0
α0 ∈A exp(fα (X, t))

pX (α | t) ≡ σ(t, α, X) = P

X ∈ S, t ∈ [0, T ]

(1)

Given a scheduler σ, a CTMDP is reduced to a CTMC Mσ , and the problem of
estimating the probability of a reachability property φ = I G can be reduced to
the computation of a transient probability for Mσ by standard techniques [1].
The satisfaction probability can be therefore viewed as a functional
Q: F → R
where F is the set of all possible scheduler functions. The functional is defined
α0 ,t0
α1 ,t1
explicitly as follows: consider a sample trajectory {s, a, t}n ≡ s0 −−−→ s1 −−−→
αn ,tn
. . . sn −−−−→ sn+1 from the CTMC Mσ obtained from the CTMDP by selecting
a scheduler. Let φ = I G, I = [t1 , t2 ] be a reachability property, and denote by
{s, a, t}n |= φ the fact that the trajectory reaches G within the specified time
bound. We can encode it in the following indicator function:
(
1, {s, a, t}n |= φ
Iφ ({s, a, t}n ) =
(2)
0, otherwise.
Then the expected reachability value associated with the scheduler σ, represented by the vector of functions f = {fα }α∈A , is defined as follows:
Q [f (X, t)] = EMσ [Iφ ({s, a, t}n )] ,

(3)

where expectation is taken with respect to the distribution on trajectories of
Mσ . Notice that in general it is computationally very hard to analytically compute the r.h.s. in the above equation, as it amounts to transient analysis for
a time-inhomogeneous CTMC; we therefore need to resort to statistical model
checking methods [17,34] to approximate in a Monte Carlo way the expectation
in equation (3).
To formulate the continuous time control problem of determining the optimal
scheduler, we need to define the concept of functional derivative.
Definition 3. Let Q : F → R be a functional defined on a space of functions F.
The functional derivative of Q at f ∈ F along a function g ∈ F, denoted by δQ
δf ,
is defined by
Z
δQ
Q[f (X, t) + g(X, t)] − Q[f (X, t)]
(X, t) g(X, t) dsdt = lim
(4)
→0
δf

whenever the limit on the r.h.s. exists.

Notice that if we restrict ourselves to piecewise constant functions on a grid, the
definition above returns the standard definition of gradient of a finite-dimensional
function. We can now give a variational definition of optimal scheduler
Lemma 1. An optimal scheduler σ is associated with a function f such that
Z
δQ
maxg∈F
(5)
(X, t) g(X, t) dsdt = 0
δf
2
where k · k2 denotes the L2 norm on functions.
The variational formulation above allows us to attack the problem via direct
optimisation through a gradient ascent algorithm, as we will see below.
4.2

Stochastic Estimation of the Functional Gradient

It is well-known that a gradient ascent approach is guaranteed to find the global
optimum of a convex objective function. Gradient ascent starts from an initial
solution which is updated iteratively towards the direction that induces the
steepest change in the objective function; that direction is given by the gradient
of the function. For a functional Q[f ] the concept of gradient is captured by the
functional derivative δQ
δf , which is a function of X, t that dictates the rate of
change of the functional Q when f is perturbed at the point (X, t). In the case
of functional optimisation, the gradient ascent update will have the form:
f0 = f + γ

δQ
δf

(6)

where γ is the learning rate which controls the effect of each update, and δQ
δf
is the functional derivative of Q. Unfortunately, an analytic expression for the
functional derivative of the functional defined in (3) is usually not available.
We can however obtain an unbiased estimate of the functional derivative by
using the infinite-dimensional generalisation of this simple lemma
Lemma 2. Let q : Rn → R be a smooth function, and let ∇q(v) be its gradient
at a point v. Let w be a random vector from an isotropic, zero mean distribution
p(w). For   1, define
(
w, if q(v + w) − q(v) > 0
ŵ =
(7)
−w, otherwise.
Then
Ep [ŵ] ∝ ∇q(v) + O(2 ).
Proof. The tangent space of Rn at the point v is naturally decomposed in the
orthogonal direct sum of a subspace of dimension 1 parallel to the gradient, and
a subspace of dimension n − 1 tangent to the level surfaces of the function q. For
small , any change in the value of the function q will be due to movement in the

gradient direction. As the distribution p is isotropic, every direction is equally
likely in w; however, the flipping operation in the definition of ŵ in (7) ensures
that the component of ŵ along the gradient ∇q(v) is always positive, while it
does not affect the orthogonal components. Therefore, in expectation, ŵ returns
the direction of the functional gradient.
4.3

Scheduler representation in terms of basis functions

In order to obtain an unbiased estimate of a functional gradient, we need to
define a zero-mean isotropic distribution on a suitable space of functions. To
do so, we introduce the concept of Gaussian Process, a generalisation of the
multivariate Gaussian distribution to infinite dimensional spaces of functions
(see, e.g. [29]).
Definition 4. A Gaussian Process (GP) over an input space X is an infinitedimensional family of real-valued random variables indexed by x ∈ X such that,
for every finite subset X ⊂ X , the finite dimensional marginal obtained by restricting the GP to X follows a multi-variate normal distribution.
Thus, a GP can be thought as a distribution over functions f : X → R such that,
whenever the function is evaluated at a finite number of points, the resulting
random vector is normally distributed. In the following, we will only consider
X = Rd for some integer d.
Just as the Gaussian distribution is characterised by two parameters, a GP
is characterised by two functions, the mean and covariance function. The mean
function plays a relatively minor role, as one can always add a deterministic
mean function, without loss of generality; in our case, since we are interested in
obtaining small perturbations, we will set it to zero. The covariance function,
which captures the correlations between function values at different inputs, instead plays a vital role, as it defines the type of functions which can be sampled
from a GP. We will use the Radial Basis Function (RBF) covariance, defined as
follows:


kx1 − x2 k2
cov(f (x1 ), f (x2 )) = k(x1 , x2 ) = α2 exp −
.
(8)
λ2
where α and λ are the amplitude and length-scale parameters of the covariance
function. To gain insight into the geometry of the space of functions associated
with a GP with RBF covariance, we report without proof the following lemma
(see e.g. Rasmussen & Williams, Ch 4.2.1 [29]).
Lemma 3. Let FN be the space of random functions f =

PN

wj φj (x) genh
i
kx−µ k2
erated by taking linear combinations of basis functions φj (x) = exp − λ2j ,
j=1

with µj ∈ R and independent Gaussian coefficients wj ∼ N (0, α2 /N ). The sample space of a GP with RBF covariance defined by (8) is the infinite union of
the the spaces FN .

We refer to the basis functions entering in the constructive definition of GPs
given in Lemma 3 as kernel functions. Two immediate consequences of the previous Lemma are important for us:
– A GP with RBF covariance defines an isotropic distribution in its sample
space (this follows immediately from the i.i.d. definition of the weights in
Lemma 3);
– The sample space of a GP with RBF covariance is a dense subset of the
space of all continuous functions (see also [8] and references therein).
GPs therefore provide us with a convenient way of extending the procedure
described in Lemma 2 to the infinite dimensional setting. In particular, Lemma
3 implies that any scheduler function f ∈ F that is a sample from a GP (with
RBF covariance) can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy in terms of basis
functions as follows:
f (X, t) =

N
X



wj exp −0.5([X, t]> − µj )> Λ−1 ([X, t]> − µj )

(9)

j=1

where µj ∈ Rn × [0, T ] is the centre of a Gaussian kernel function, Λ is a diagonal matrix that contains n + 1 squared length-scale parameters of the kernel
functions, and n is the dimensionality of the state-space. This formulation allows describing functions (aka points in an infinitely dimensional Hilbert space)
as points in the finite vector space spanned by the weights w. Note that the
proposed basis function representation implies relaxation of the population variables to the continuous domain, though in practice we are only interested in
evaluating f (X, t) for integer-valued X.
The advantage of the kernel representation is that we do not need to account
for all states X ∈ S, but only for N Gaussian kernels with centres µj for 1 ≤
j ≤ N . Therefore, the value of the scheduler at a particular state X will be
determined as a linear combination of the kernel functions, with proximal kernels
contributing more due to the exponential decay of the kernel functions. This
method offers a compact representation of the scheduler, and essentially does
not suffer from state-space explosion, as we treat states as continuous. Moreover,
we do not lose accuracy, as every function on S can be extended to a continuous
function on E by interpolation. On the practical side, we consider that the kernel
functions are spread evenly across the joint space (state space & time), and the
length-scale for each dimension is considered to be equal to the distance of two
successive kernels.8
4.4

A Stochastic Gradient Ascent Algorithm

Given a scheduler σ, we first evaluate the reachability probability via statistical
model checking. We then perturb the corresponding functions fα by adding a
8

Kernel functions typically also have an amplitude parameter, which we consider to
be equal to 1.

draw from a zero-mean GP with marginal variance scaled by   1, and evaluate
again by statistical model checking the probability of the perturbed scheduler.
If this is increased, we take a step in the perturbed direction, otherwise we take
a step in the opposite direction. Notice that this procedure can be repeated for
multiple independent perturbation functions to obtain a more robust estimate.
The whole procedure is described in Algorithm 1, which produces an estimate
for the gradient of the functional Q at a vector f of functions fα by considering
the average of k random directions. We are now ready to state our main result:
Algorithm 1 Estimate the functional gradient of Q[f ]
Require: Vector f of functions fα , scaling factor , batch size k
Ensure: An estimate of the functional derivative (gradient) ∇Q ≡
Set gradient ∇Q = 0
Evaluate Q[f ] via statistical model checking
for i = 1 to k do
Consider random direction g such that ∀α ∈ A, we have:

δQ
δf

ga ∼ N (0, 1)
Evaluate Q[f + g]
Estimate the directional derivative:
∇g Q =

Q[f + g] − Q[f ]


if ∇g Q > 0 then
∇Q ← ∇Q + k1 g
else
∇Q ← ∇Q − k1 g
end if
end for

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 gives an unbiased estimate of the functional gradient
of the functional Q[fα ].
Proof. Since both the statistical model checking estimation and the gradient
estimation are unbiased and independent of each other, this follows.
Therefore, we can use this stochastic estimate of the functional gradient to
devise a stochastic gradient ascent algorithm which directly solves the variational
problem in equation (5). This is summarised in Algorithm 2, which requires as
input an initial vector of functions f0 , and a learning rate γ0 . The effects of the
learning rate on the convergence properties of the method have been extensively
studied in the literature. In particular, for a decreasing learning rate convergence
is guaranteed
in the strictly
P
P convex scenario, if the following conditions are satisfied: n γn = ∞ and n γn2 < ∞ [23,10], suggesting a Θ(n−1 ) decrease for the

Algorithm 2 Stochastic gradient ascent for Q[f ]
Require: Initial function vector f0 , learning rate γ0 , nmax iterations
Ensure: A function vector f that approximates a local optimum of Q
for n ← 1 to nmax do
Estimate the functional gradient ∇Q by using Algorithm 1
Update: fn ← fn−1 + γn−1 ∇Q
end for

learning rate. In non-convex problems, such as the ones considered in this work,
the Θ(n−1 ) decrease is generally too aggressive, leading to vulnerability to local
optima. Following the recommendations of [11], we adopt a more conservative
strategy:
γn = γ0 n−1/2
(10)
where γ0 is an initial value for the learning rate, which is problem dependent.

5

Example

We demonstrate the stochastic gradient ascent algorithm on a simple epidemiology that features no permanent recovery, also known as the SIS model. The
system is modelled as a PCTMDP, in which the state is described by two
variables denoting the population of susceptible (XS ) and infected individuals (XI ). We assume that no immunity to the infection is gained upon recovery. The objective is to monitor how infection progresses over time, given
that there is a non-deterministic choice at each step among actions in A =
{no treatment, treatment}, indicating whether an external action is taken to deal
with the infection.
This non-deterministic choice will affect the dynamics of the system, which
are represented by a list of transitions together with their rate functions, in the
biochemical notation style (see e.g. [13]):
infection (*):

k

i
S + I −→
I + I, with rate function ki XS XI ;

k

r
slow recovery (no treatment): I −→
S, with rate function kr XI ;

k

i
self-infection (no treatment): S −→
I, with rate function ki XS /2;

kr

fast recovery (treatment):

I −→ S, with rate function α kr XI ;

death (treatment):

r
I −→
∅, with rate function kd XI ;

death (treatment):

r
S −→
∅, with rate function kd XS ;

k

k

Among the transitions above, only infection has the same rate regardless of any
non-deterministic choice. If the no treatment action is chosen, infected individuals recover slowly as prescribed by the slow recovery transition, while there is
a small chance of self-infection. If treatment is applied, the recovery rate is increased by a factor α > 1, and the chance of spontaneous infection is eliminated.
We assume however that the treatment is associated with some very negative

side-effects that result in a small probability of death, either for healthy of infected individuals.
In this example, we seek to construct a scheduler that maximises the probability of having no deaths and no infected individuals during the time interval
[t1 , t2 ], i.e. maximising the safety property
[t1 ,t2 ] G

G = {S = N }

(11)

The application of treatment contributes in accelerating the extinction of the
infected population, but it also introduces a possibility of death. Therefore a
policy of constantly applying treatment cannot be optimal with respect to the
satisfiability of the property considered. Moreover, maximising the satisfaction
probability requires a time-dependent scheduler, as the treatment application
has to be appropriately timed so that it has effect in the time-interval [t1 , t2 ].
In the experiments that follow, we illustrate how the stochastic gradient ascent algorithm converges to solutions that maximise this probability. We consider
a system with total population N = 100, and initial populations XS0 = 90 and
XI0 = 10. The rate constants are ki = 0.0012 for infection, kr = 0.1 for recovery,
kd = 0.0002 for the death event, while the increase in the recovery rate due to
treatment is fixed to α = 10. The time bounds for the safety property considered
are t1 = 50 and t2 = 60. Regarding the stochastic
gradient ascent parameters,
√
the learning rate at the n-th step is γn = γ0 / n, where γ0 = 5. For the numerical estimation of the directional derivatives, we consider  = 0.1 and the batch
size for the gradient estimation was fixed to k = 5. For each estimation of the Q
function, we have used 1000 simulation runs. In all cases, the algorithm was run
for 100 iterations, meaning that a total of 600000 simulation runs were used for
each experiment.
We first present an example that illustrates the importance of time in the
satisfaction of the time-bounded property in (11). Figure 1 reports a scheduler
which is given as a solution by the stochastic gradient ascent approach. The
scheduler is presented as a multivariate function that takes values in [0, 1], indicating the probability of selecting the no treatment action for different values
of state and time. In particular, we have a series of surface plots, each of which
summarises the probability of no treatment as function of the 2-dimensional
state-space for a different time-point. The white colour denotes that no treatment is selected with probability 1, while the black colour implies that treatment
is used instead. We can see that treatment is only preferable for a particular time
window and for certain parts of the state-space, that is XS > 80 and XI < 20.
This makes sense, as the probability of achieving full recovery from a state with
more than 20 infected is too small to justify the risks connected with treatment.
More specifically, treatment is selected with high probability for t ∈ [33.75, 52.5],
which precedes with a very small overlap the time interval if interest, which is
[50, 60]. Intuitively, to maximise the probability that all of the population is recovered over the course of a particular interval, the treatment action should be
engaged just before. In a different case, there is an increased risk of death, as a
consequence of the negative effects of prolonged treatment.
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Fig. 1. Example of scheduler that (locally) maximises the probability of G[t1 ,t2 ] S = N .
The white area indicates high probability of choosing the no treatment action; the dark
area indicates high probability of choosing treatment.

We next investigate how the algorithm responds to different initial schedulers. In Figure 2, we monitor how the value of the functional Q as function of
the scheduler evolves during the course of the algorithm, starting from different
initial solutions. More specifically, Figure 2(a) depicts the evolution of Q values
starting from a scheduler where no treatment is globally selected as an action.
The initial satisfaction probability is very small, but after a number of iterations
it converges to values above 0.6. Figure 2(b) summarises the results where the
initial solution selects treatment everywhere; apparently this initial solution has
been closer to the local optimum and the convergence rate had been significantly
faster in this case. Convergence is even faster in Figure 2(c), where a uniform
initial solution was used; that is that each of the two possible actions has equal
probability ∀s ∈ S and ∀t ∈ T . Finally, in Figure 2(d) we report the Q values for
a run starting from a randomly initialised scheduler. In the last two instances,
the starting point has had Q values at around 0.4, which is closer to the maximum; therefore the algorithm naturally required fewer iterations to converge to
a good solution. Although the convergence rate is apparently dependent on the
initial solution, the experiments considered resulted in solutions of similar value,
which obtain satisfaction probabilities at around 0.65. It is important to note
however that there is no guarantee that the algorithm will converge to the global
maximum, since the problem considered in not convex in the general case.
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Fig. 2. Stochastic gradient ascent starting from different initial schedulers
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Conclusions

Continuous time Markov Decision processes play an important role in many applications, yet they are relatively understudied in the formal methods literature.
Part of the problem resides in the difficulty to provide effective characterisations
of time-varying schedulers. Recent methodologies [12] have focussed on iterative
algorithms based on uniformisation over an increasingly fine time discretisation.
While such methods have the ability to compute exactly (up to numerical precision) the objective function (reachability probability), their scalability to large
systems is significantly hampered by the state-space explosion problem. Furthermore, such approaches rely on the availability of a mathematical description of
the systems, and are therefore not applicable to control black-box systems where
a reliable model is not available.
Our approach is suitable instead when the model of the system we want to
control is not available a-priori. Our algorithm relies on using GPs, a probability distribution over the space of functions which universally approximates
continuous functions.
A potentially significant limitation of our approach is its vulnerability to locally optimal choices. This is a common problem in optimisation, where global

convergence in the non-convex case is well known to be hard. Theoretically, this
means that our approach can only provide a lower-bound on the reachability
probability; nevertheless, this can still be a very valuable result in practical scenarios. Empirically, we observed that the algorithm had excellent performance
in a challenging test set; its computational efficiency also means that practical strategies to avoid local optima, such as multiple restarts, can be feasibly
employed.
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A
A.1

Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1

In general, a history-dependent randomized (HR) scheduler π is a (measurable)
function which takes a path (a history) h = s0 t0 s1 t1 · · · sn and returns a probability distribution on actions of A. We write π(h, a) to denote the probability that
a is taken after the history h. Our schedulers, as defined in Defintion 2, are called
total time-positional randomized (TTPR) schedulers. If the scheduler always assigns the probability one to exactly one action, we say that it is deterministic,
which gives us classes HD and TTPD of history-dependent deterministic and
total time-positional deterministic schedulers. In principle, it has been shown
in [25] that our restriction is without loss of generality. We include a sketch of
the argument just for completeness.
The argument can be (roughly) summarized as follows: Let us add a counter
to the state-space i.e., states are now of the form (s, k) where s is a state of the
original CTMDP M and k is the number of steps the process made from the
beginning. The CTMDP M is simulated in the first component and the number
of steps counted in the other one, up to the moment when a threshold n + 1 is
reached and from this moment on the counter stays at value n + 1 forever. The
new goal states are the pairs (s, k) where s is a goal state in M and k ≤ n.
This gives us a new CTMDP Mn . Note that every HR scheduler in Mn can be
easily transformed into a HR scheduler in M by taking a projection on the first
component.
Denote by V n ((s, k), t) the probability of reaching a goal state in Mn from
(s, k) within the time interval I − t = [max(0, t1 − t), max(0, t2 − t)] where
I = [t1 , t2 ]. Values V n ((s, k), t) in the CTMDP Mn can be computed using
backward induction as follows: Clearly, V n ((s, n + 1), t) is 0 for all t. Assume
that we already have V n ((s, k + 1), t). Now it suffices to find π n so that the
following is maximized:
X
XZ ∞
0 0
n
π (t, (s, k), a)
R(s, a, s0 )e−R(s,a,s )t V n ((s0 , k + 1), t + t0 )dt0
a

s0

0

(Intuitively, first a is chosen with probability π n (t, (s, k), a), then time delay t0 is
chosen from the exponential distribution together with the next state (s0 , k + 1),
finally we proceed optimally from (s0 , k + 1) after time t + t0 , which means that
we reach a goal state with probability V n ((s0 , k + 1), t + t0 ).) Apparently, it is
optimal to choose
XZ ∞
0 0
R(s, a, s0 )e−R(s,a,s )t V ((s0 , k + 1), t + t0 )dt0
π n (t, (s, k), a) ∈ argmax a
s0

0

Now observe that for every k and every t we have limn→∞ V n (s, k, t) = V (s, t)
where V (s, t) = supσ∈Σ PM,s
(I−t G).
σ
Now let m be large enough so that the probability of making more than m
steps in at most t2 time units is less than ε. It follows that the strategy π 2m ,
which is optimal in M2m , is ε-optimal in M (which means that it satisfies I G
with probability ε-close to the maximum value).
Let m0 > 2m be large enough so that for all k ≤ 2m and all t ≤ t2 we have
that
XZ ∞
0 0
0
argmax a
R(s, a, s0 )e−R(s,a,s )t V m (s0 , k + 1, t + t0 )dt0 =
s0

0

argmax a

XZ
s0

∞

0

0

R(s, a, s0 )e−R(s,a,s )t V (s0 , t + t0 )dt0

0

It follows that a strategy which always chooses an action from
XZ ∞
0 0
R(s, a, s0 )e−R(s,a,s )t V (s0 , t + t0 )dt0
argmax a
s0
0

0

behaves similarly to π m and hence is ε-optimal. As ε > 0 was chosen arbitrarily
and the above choice depends only on s and t, we obtain the desired optimal
TTPD scheduler.
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